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designed by ecotect architects and situated in a home built by econstruct, this impressive minimalistic kitchen blends 
effortlessly with the sleek and chic aesthetic of this stylish home. built by customstyle kitchens, the kitchen boasts 
a range of state-of-the-art appliances and clever design features that make it as practical as it is visually engaging.

With fully-integrated appliances, a feature island bench with ample space for food preparation and serving, and a 
crisp, clean appearance throughout, the kitchen ticks all the boxes when it comes to contemporary style and ease  
of use.

designed with efficiency in mind, the functional kitchen has soft-closing drawers and doors, minimal visibility of 
appliances and a well thought-out layout for quick passage between preparation, storage and cleaning areas. in 
particular, the positioning of the hotplate, sink, ovens, fridge and disposal areas has been planned to ensure cooking 
and food preparation can be completed without time wastage.
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doors and panels have been finished in lacquered two-pack polyurethane, while the island bench’s panels and doors 
feature a complementary polished jarrah veneer with a striking and practical matte finish. aluminium finger-pulls by 
hettich and push-to-open overhead doors further augment the smooth finish in the room, as well as enhancing the 
practicality of the space.

the island bench is topped with 40mm-thick caeasarstone in ‘glacier’ and its square-polished edge with pencil-
round edges adds a sophisticated touch to the bench, which, with its pull-up powerpoint, is the practical and visual 
centrepiece of the room.

customstyle kitchens also constructed the home’s bathroom. the spacious room is light, bright and airy. it features 
two basins for added convenience, and a striking Qstone benchtop in 40mm-thick ‘Frost’. hafele 40mm finger-pull 
handles in polished chrome sit beautifully against the predominantly white palette in the space. 
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established six years ago, customstyle kitchens is a family-owned and -operated company that specialises in 
the creation of functional, aesthetically-pleasing kitchens. Whether it’s a modern or classic look the client wants,  
the customstyle kitchens team places great importance on utilising the space available and maximising the site’s 
potential to create a kitchen with plenty of storage and clever design.

customstyle kitchens works hard to meet any budget restrictions the client may have, without compromising on 
the quality of the design. all cabinetry is custom-designed for each project, and time is spent face-to-face with 
every client in order to achieve a design they are completely happy with. this includes the selection of materials 
and colour specifications, which can be viewed at the customstyle kitchens showroom in Wangara. the company 
can also supply 3d designs.

the majority of customstyle kitchens’ projects are completed in Perth residences, though the company works 
throughout Western australia and has completed domestic and commercial projects from margaret river to derby. 
customstyle kitchens’ friendly team can construct your kitchen or bathroom project in an efficient manner, within 
your budget. 

contact
CustomStyle Kitchens
2/25 edison rise
Wangara
tel: (08) 9409 2652
mobile: 0411 652 652
email:  
customstylekitchens@bigpond.com 
Website:  
www.customstylekitchens.com.au  


